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Abstract 

Background: Measuring mobility in daily life entails dealing with confounding factors arising from multiple sources, 
including pathological characteristics, patient specific walking strategies, environment/context, and purpose of the 
task. The primary aim of this study is to propose and validate a protocol for simulating real‑world gait accounting for 
all these factors within a single set of observations, while ensuring minimisation of participant burden and safety.

Methods: The protocol included eight motor tasks at varying speed, incline/steps, surface, path shape, cogni‑
tive demand, and included postures that may abruptly alter the participants’ strategy of walking. It was deployed 
in a convenience sample of 108 participants recruited from six cohorts that included older healthy adults (HA) and 
participants with potentially altered mobility due to Parkinson’s disease (PD), multiple sclerosis (MS), proximal femoral 
fracture (PFF), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) or congestive heart failure (CHF). A novelty introduced 
in the protocol was the tiered approach to increase difficulty both within the same task (e.g., by allowing use of aids or 
armrests) and across tasks.

Results: The protocol proved to be safe and feasible (all participants could complete it and no adverse events 
were recorded) and the addition of the more complex tasks allowed a much greater spread in walking speeds to be 
achieved compared to standard straight walking trials. Furthermore, it allowed a representation of a variety of daily life 
relevant mobility aspects and can therefore be used for the validation of monitoring devices used in real life.

Conclusions: The protocol allowed for measuring gait in a variety of pathological conditions suggests that it can also 
be used to detect changes in gait due to, for example, the onset or progression of a disease, or due to therapy.
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Background
According to the World Health Organisation definition 
(2001) [1], mobility is “the activity of moving by chang-
ing body position or location or by transferring from one 
place to another, by carrying, moving or manipulating 
objects, by walking, running or climbing and by using 
various forms of transportation”. As with any other activ-
ity, mobility subsumes related qualifiers: performance 
and capacity. While performance qualifies what people 
do in their current environment, capacity aims to indi-
cate the highest level of mobility that an individual may 
achieve in a given standardised environment.

Wearable devices such as inertial measurement units 
(IMUs) can be used to quantitatively assess both mobility 
qualifiers, with associated observations carried out in the 
form of short, structured tests (for example when instru-
menting a six-minute walk test [2] or a Timed Up and Go 
test [3]) for mobility capacity or continuous unsupervised 
monitoring for mobility performance. In both cases, the 
signals from the IMUs are processed to extract specific 
features of mobility known as digital mobility outcomes 
(DMOs), such as the spatiotemporal parameters of gait. 
While algorithms to extract DMOs for capacity tests 
can be validated directly in a laboratory when equipped 
with a gold standard (e.g., 3D motion capture systems), 
the algorithm validation becomes much more complex 
when dealing with performance related DMOs. This is 
because measuring mobility in daily life entails dealing 
with confounding factors arising from multiple sources, 
including pathological characteristics, patient-specific 
walking strategies, environment/context, and purpose of 
the task. Accounting for all these factors within a single 
set of observations carried out within a limited laboratory 
space, while ensuring minimisation of participant burden 
and safety, is a very difficult and complex endeavour.

Previous work validating the estimation of DMOs has 
predominantly focused on standard straight walking 
assessments over a short distance [4–6] within a labora-
tory setting. Although this task is beneficial in gaining 
a measure under controlled conditions i.e. a measure 
of walking capacity, it does not consider any contextual 
factors or complexities in walking, which are  necessary 
aspects to include when validating performance DMOs. 
In response, recent laboratory-based validations have 
proposed protocols that included assessments with more 
complex tasks such as stair negotiation [7], incline walk-
ing [9], inclusion of single and dual tasks [10], variation 

in walking speed (WS) imposed via a treadmill [11, 12] 
or overground [13], as well as variation of walkway sur-
faces [14] and curvilinear paths [8, 15]. The fact that 
these studies mostly attempt to validate specific DMOs 
related to the task (e.g., validation of a cadence algorithm 
during stair ascent [7] or detecting variation of temporal 
parameters on different walking surfaces [14]) limits the 
generalisability of their results and more complex scenar-
ios mimicking the real-world have hence been proposed. 
These approaches attempt to simulate daily life environ-
ments for the purpose of validating continuous moni-
toring devices and usually entail the participant moving 
freely within a lab setting while completing a series of 
goal-oriented tasks designed to mimic the postures and 
movements expected to be seen in the real-world. In 
accordance with this concept, Bourke et  al. [16] identi-
fied a subset of tasks from the Compendium of Physical 
Activity [17], to include as many variations as possible of 
real-world walking and associated postural transitions. 
This led to a protocol that had approximately 30  min 
of activity data for each participant, when deployed in 
a group of healthy older adults, and included 134 tasks 
with multiple repetitions of different transitions and 
straight walking at varying speeds. With such a compre-
hensive set of tasks however, this protocol is unsuitable 
for assessing individuals with reduced levels of mobility. 
Subsequently, protocols with a more refined list of tasks 
have been proposed by other authors to reduce repeti-
tions [18] or accommodate the inclusion of patients with 
Parkinson’s Disease [19], but with these home-like assess-
ments lasting 90–180 min the duration is still such that 
only a simple gold standard (such as 2D videos) could 
be used, limiting the validation of the monitoring device 
to activity recognition or basic gait parameters like step 
detection. Warmerdam et  al. [20] recently proposed a 
much shorter, and hence more feasible home-like assess-
ment that was situated in the volume of a 3D motion 
capture system, but as the main aim of this set of tasks 
was to observe changes in balance and postural control 
the translation of this assessment when aiming to mimic 
real-world walking would not be effective. Overall, a 
comprehensive protocol that could effectively mimic a 
variety of complex walking patterns within a lab setting 
and be safely administered to participants with different 
levels of mobility has yet to be identified.

When attempting to move the validation of estimat-
ing DMOs to a real-world context, significant hurdles are 
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associated with the feasibility of deploying a gold stand-
ard and ensuring a meaningful amount of data are col-
lected. Although several technological solutions have 
recently been proposed in the literature, including GO-
Pro body-worn cameras [16, 21], footswitches or pres-
sure insoles [22], foot or ankle-mounted IMUs [23], and 
multi-sensor systems that integrate IMUs and infrared 
distance sensors [24], the complexity of processing data 
from some of these systems often limits the duration of 
the observation. With no clear information in the lit-
erature about how long these real-world observations 
should last and which tasks must be included while still 
preserving an acceptable level regarding the burden and 
cognitive demand asked of the participant, an assessment 
of the duration required to ensure a meaningful amount 
of data are recorded while keeping in mind the above 
considerations is necessary. For example, if the attention 
is focused on assessing gait performance, data from an 
adequate number of walking bouts (WBs) should be col-
lected and these should be recorded within complex and 
representative contexts, such as inclined walking, stair 
negotiation and indoor and outdoor settings.

Within this framework, the primary aim of this study 
is to validate a multi-task and multi-context protocol for 
simulating real-world gait. The protocol includes a labo-
ratory-based assessment and a 2.5  h unsupervised data 
collection in the participants’ habitual environment. Vali-
dation of this protocol will focus on proving that the cho-
sen series of complex activities in the laboratory-based 
assessment: (a) are suitable for the evaluation of a vari-
ety of gait patterns, including healthy gait and impaired 
gait associated with neurodegeneration, a proximal 
femoral fracture, chronic pulmonary disease or conges-
tive heart failure; (b) include at least one WB, defined as 
a minimum of two consecutive strides of both feet [25]; 
(c) induce a large variation in gait strategies, resulting 
in a broad range of WSs captured; and (d) avoid redun-
dancy in the tasks to minimise burden to the partici-
pant. In addition, a secondary aim of the validation is to 
determine whether 2.5 h of unsupervised monitoring in 
the participants’ habitual environment is a long enough 
observation to collect a set of data that is extensive and 
reliable for assessing the validity of gait related DMOs 
in a real-world context. We expect that these results will 
establish a common ground for the technical validity of 
wearable devices aimed at estimating gait related DMOs 
in real-world settings.

Methods
Data collection
As part of an observational study (Mobilise-D [26]), a 
convenience sample of 108 participants were recruited 
from six cohort groups that included older healthy adults 

(HA) and participants with potentially altered mobility 
due to Parkinson’s disease (PD), multiple sclerosis (MS), 
proximal femoral fracture (PFF), chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease (COPD) or congestive heart failure 
(CHF). These cohorts were chosen as presenting a variety 
of gait and mobility features. Besides the cohort specific 
inclusion and exclusion criteria (see Additional file  1: 
Table S1 and [27] for more details), all participants were: 
(1) able to give informed consent, (2) willing to wear the 
sensors setup and participate in the different data col-
lections of the study, (3) scored >15 in the Montreal 
Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), (4) were able to walk 
at least 4m, (5) had no comorbidities impacting mobility 
or compliance. Data were collected across five gait labo-
ratories after receiving written informed consent (Eth-
ics approvals: The Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS 
Foundation Trust and Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS 
Foundation Trust: London—Bloomsbury Research Eth-
ics committee, 19/LO/1507; Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical 
Center: the Helsinki Committee, 0551-19TLV; Robert 
Bosch Foundation for Medical Research: medical faculty 
of the University of Tübingen, 647/2019BO2; University 
of Kiel: medical faculty of Kiel University, D540/19). Par-
ticipant demographics were collected, and patient char-
acterisation was completed based on clinical assessments 
specific to each cohort [27] (Table 1).

Experimental protocol
Laboratory‑based assessment
Based on previous literature [16, 17], five key elements 
associated with walking in real-world scenarios were 
identified as necessary to vary in the multi-task protocol: 
speed, incline/steps, surface, path shape, and cognitive 
demand. In addition, specific motor tasks and postures 
that may abruptly alter the participants strategy of walk-
ing were included to further broaden the simulation of 
typical real-world transitions (e.g., walk-to-sit).

Besides including a large variation in walking paths 
and transitions, a critical target for the analysis was that 
the desired DMOs could be calculated for each WB. 
The focus was specifically placed on WS as a summary 
measure of these walking variations. In the context of 
this study, a WB was defined as a period of walking that 
included at least two consecutive strides for each leg [25]. 
When considering normative values for stride length at 
approximately 1.1–1.5 m [28], this definition safely trans-
lates into a minimal travelled distance of 3.5 m for each 
period of walking. For the laboratory-based assessment, 
given the limitations of the 3D motion capture systems 
within the five gait laboratories involved in the study, the 
protocol capture area was designed to be smaller than 5 
m×4 m.
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In light of the above considerations, the designed pro-
tocol included seven structured tasks with each task var-
ying in at least one of the identified elements of a walking 
path that are subject to change in real-world scenarios, 
as well as variation in postural transitions at the start and 
end of each task. In addition, a task that focused on simu-
lating daily activities was designed, that resulted in the 
most complex combinations of walking paths and transi-
tions [27]. The eight tasks were performed in the order 
presented below and only performed once for each par-
ticipant, except for the straight walking trials that were 
performed twice. All tasks were described and dem-
onstrated to the participant by the researcher prior to 
completing the task, allowing the participant the oppor-
tunity to determine if they felt comfortable and safe per-
forming the task. In addition, adjustments (e.g., whether 
the participant wished to use their walking aid and/or 
modulation to the task difficulty, as described below) 

was determined by the participant and researcher at this 
stage:

• Straight Walking: Participants were asked to walk 
a predefined path of 5 m from a standing start to a 
standing end. This trial was performed twice at three 
self-selected speeds: comfortable, slow, and fast 
(Fig. 1a).

• Timed Up and Go (TUG): At a comfortable speed, 
participants were asked to rise from the chair and 
walk 3 m to the cone, make a 180° left hand turn 
around the cone, walk back to chair and sit down 
(Fig. 1b).

• L-Test: At a comfortable speed, participants were 
asked to rise from the chair and walk 4 m to the first 
cone, make a 90° turn to the left around the cone 
and walk straight to the second cone, turn 180° to 
the left around the cone and walk straight before 

Table 1 Summary of participant demographics and clinical characteristics (mean ± standard deviation)

† Acronyms used in table for: Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), Late-Life Functional and Disability Instrument (LLFDI), Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale 
(UPDRS), Hoehn and Yahr Score (H&Y), Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS), Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB), COPD Assessment Test (CAT), Forced 
expiratory volume (FEV1), Forced vital capacity (FVC) six-minute walk test (6MWT) and Kansas City Cardiomyopathy Questionnaire (KCCQ)

Characterisation of groups

HA (n = 20) PD (n = 20) MS (n = 20) PFF (n = 19) COPD (n = 17) CHF (n = 12)

Generic characteristics

Sex (Male/Female) 11/9 16/4 11/9 8/11 9/8 8/4

Age (years) 71.7 ± 5.8 69.8 ± 7.2 48.7 ± 9.7 80.0 ± 8.5 69.4 ± 9.1 69.1 ± 11.7

Height (m) 1.66 ± 0.10 1.73 ± 0.07 1.71 ± 0.13 1.69 ± 0.08 1.69 ± 0.07 1.74 ± 0.10

Weight (kg) 75.1 ± 11.8 78.2 ± 14.4 84.0 ± 22.9 68.4 ± 16.0 73.7 ± 14.2 84.5 ± 16.8

Cognition

MoCA† 27.7 ± 2.6 24.6 ± 4.0 26.7 ± 3.1 24.1 ± 4.2 24.6 ± 3.4 27.1 ± 2.9

No. of fallers

Had a fall in last 12 months 3 10 11 19 1 3

Pain—VAS Score (0, no pain – 100 worst)

General 11.1 ± 18.6 20.5 ± 26.4 23.4 ± 24.7 13.2 ± 16.9 14.1 ± 16.1 16.8 ± 28.1

When walking 8.1 ± 13.9 21.8 ± 27.2 26.4 ± 32.5 25.5 ± 27.4 13 ± 14.4 17.8 ± 30.1

No. of walking aid users

General use 1 6 5 13 1 4

Laboratory protocol 0 1 3 6 0 4

Cohort-specific outcomes

LLFDI† 73.53 ± 14.22 60.26 ± 12.51 57.34 ± 10.66 52.59 ± 16.61 59.07 ± 7.96 67.29 ± 21.35

UPDRS  III† – 28.4 ± 13.6 – – – –

H&Y  Score† – I n = 4, II n = 11, III n = 5 – – – –

EDSS† – – 3.5 ± 1.7 – – –

SPPB† – – – 6.2 ± 3.9 – –

CAT  score†

(0, best–40, worst)
– – – – 16.6 ± 8.9 –

FEV1
† (L) – – – – 1.6 ± 0.6 –

FVC† (L) – – – – 2.9 ± 0.7 –

6MWT† distance (m) – – – – 357.6 ± 88.5 370.7 ± 115.6

KCCQ† – – – – – 80.5 ± 20.2
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making a final 90° turn to the right of the first cone 
and walking back to sit in the chair (Fig. 1c).

• Surface Test: Participants were asked to walk at a 
comfortable speed around the circuit by turning 
around the cones and stepping over the carpeted mat 
completing the circuit twice. Participants started and 
stopped the tasks in a standing position (Fig. 1d).

• Hallway Test: From a standing start, participants 
were asked to walk at a comfortable speed along the 
predefined walkway stepping up and down from 
the step. At the end of the walkway participants 
completed a sharp 180° turn and walked back along 
the walkway (again stepping up and down the step) 
before coming to a stop at the end of the walkway 
(Fig. 1e).

• Simulated Daily Activities: Participants were asked 
to start sitting in the green chair (Fig. 1f ) and com-
plete a series of tasks defined in Fig. 1g. while mov-
ing around the room. The tasks were split into sep-
arate steps, with the next set of instructions only 
given to the participant after the previous step had 
been completed. All steps for this task were com-
pleted at the preferred walking speed of the partici-
pant.

This multi-task design allowed for a tiered approach 
to the data collection, with tasks set in ascending order 
of complexity (based on consensus of the authors) to 
allow participants to ask to stop the data collection at 
any point that the protocol became too burdensome. 

Fig. 1 Schematics of the seven structured tasks: a straight walking, b TUG, c L‑test, d Surface test and e Hallway test completed in the 
laboratory‑based assessment, as well as a schematic of the simulated daily activities (f) and description of the eight steps performed during this task 
(g)
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The grade of difficulty within each task was also modu-
lated to accommodate the use of walking aids, arm rests 
for the TUG, L-test  and Simulated Daily Activities, 
handrails for the step in the Hallway test and by remov-
ing obstacles from the Simulated Daily Activities path 
to facilitate foot  clearance. This tiered approach was 
deemed appropriate to account for the wide variation 
in physical health and level of mobility across the sam-
ple populations to ensure that a meaningful amount of 
data could be collected for all participants while safe-
guarding the participants’ safety and well-being.

During all the above tasks, a 3D motion capture sys-
tem was used to record the trajectories of two markers 
located on each foot (Heel and Toe) and a four-marker 
cluster on the lower back (Fig. 2). The temporal and spa-
tial parameters needed to compute WS were calculated 
using the marker trajectories for each detected WB, as 
described in Bonci et al., [29].

Unsupervised assessment
In addition to the laboratory-based assessment, all par-
ticipants underwent an unsupervised data collection in 
their habitual environment. During this session partici-
pants were asked to go about their typical routine and 
consider incorporating some specific tasks to ensure 
the presence of some variability/crucial elements in the 
data collection: outdoor walking; walking an inclined 
or declined path; moving from one room to another; 

walking up and down stairs. WS was recorded using a 
multi-sensor wearable system (INertial module with 
DIstance sensors and Pressure insoles, INDIP) integrat-
ing multiple IMUs, 16-points pressure insoles and infra-
red time-of-flight distance sensors (Fig. 2) [30, 31]. Gait 
events were detected by the pressure insoles and foot 
IMUs of the INDIP system and combined, with prior-
ity given to the events detected by the pressure insoles if 
detected by both methods [30], which allowed the calcu-
lation of the temporal parameters for each detected WB. 
Spatial parameters were then calculated from the foot 
IMUs data based on the direct and reverse integration 
approach described in [31]. The duration of this session 
was set to 2.5 h to minimise participant burden and safely 
operate within the limits imposed by the battery  inte-
grated in the INDIP system.

When compared to the marker trajectory method used 
in the laboratory-based assessment, the INDIP system 
estimated walking speed with a median absolute error of 
0.02 m/s [30, 31]. It was hence deemed appropriate to use 
bins of 0.1 m/s for comparing the data obtained from the 
different systems used in the laboratory and in the real-
world observation.

Data analysis
Once WBs were identified for each task and participant, 
the relevant WS was calculated as the average stride 
speed over the considered WB.

Fig. 2 Illustration of the participant setup in the laboratory assessment (marker configuration used that included a marker cluster on the lower 
back and markers placed on the dorsal aspect of second metatarsal head and heel of each foot) and the multi‑sensor system worn during the 
unsupervised assessment, that consisted of IMUs on the lower back and both feet, as well as 16‑point pressure insole in each shoe and infrared 
time‑of‑flight distance on both legs (at a comfortable height above the medial malleolus)
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where  nstrides is the number of strides identified in 
a given  WB and StrideSpeedk is the walking speed of 
stride k in the WB, defined as:

When more than one WB was detected within a 
task (as expected with the Simulated Daily Activi-
ties), the WS values for all WBs belonging to that task 
were  included. The frequency and distribution of the 
WSs recorded in the lab were then computed for each 
cohort.

To establish whether the 2.5  h of unsupervised 
recording was sufficient to reach an adequate sam-
ple size from a statistical point of view, a preliminary 
statistical power analysis was conducted to define the 
minimum number of WBs for each cohort required 
to validate the estimate of WS. In order to obtain a 
confidence interval smaller than 0.1 when compar-
ing two different instruments with an α = 0.05 and a 
power ß = 0.9, an analysis was performed in Stata 16.1 
(Stata Corp LP; College Station, Texas, USA; command 
line: sampicc 0.7 2, alpha (0.05) power (0.9) w (0.1) 
ci), which showed that the minimum number of WBs 
needed in each cohort for an Intraclass Correlation 
Coefficient ICC ≥ 0.7 would be 401.

Finally, to determine whether the laboratory-based 
protocol could mimic the same WS range as recorded 
in the 2.5h assessment, the minimum and maximum 
walking speeds were extracted for all WBs recorded 
both in the supervised and unsupervised testing. The 
bias and limits of agreement of these two variables 
were then calculated and used to create Bland Altman 
plots for each cohort.

WS =

nstrides
k=1

StrideSpeedk

nstrides

StrideSpeedk [m/s] =
StrideLengthk [m]

StrideDurationk [s]

Results
Protocol safety and feasibility
The protocol proved to be safe and feasible. No adverse 
events were recorded in either stage of the data collec-
tion, despite the fact that it was administered to patients 
with severe mobility impairments and during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

Regarding the laboratory based assessment, from the 
108 participants included, 100% managed to complete 
the straight walking at a comfortable speed, the TUG, 
and the surface test; > 95% completed the slow and fast 
walking tasks and the L-test, and > 85% also completed 
the Hallway test and the Simulated Daily Activities (see 
details in Fig. 3). Participants that were not able to com-
plete some of tasks were always from a patient cohort 
and were generally reported to be more severely affected 
by their individual disease based on the cohort specific 
outcomes.

The design of the protocol allowed calculation of WS 
and other DMOs in the vast majority of the recorded 
tasks, with the exceptions being mostly in the fast speed 
walking (Fig. 3), where the limited available space did not 
allow the recording of enough strides to satisfy the WB 
definition criteria. Those participants for which DMOs 
were not calculated were primarily within the healthy 
older adult population or participants who exhibited 
milder disease severity as indicated by the lower clinical 
scores.

As per the third protocol design objective of inducing 
a variety of gait patterns, a large range of WSs were cap-
tured for each cohort (Fig. 4). In particular, the addition 
of the more complex tasks allowed a much greater spread 
in WSs to be achieved compared to the standard straight 
walking trials. The distribution of the WSs recorded for 
the PFF patients was skewed by the lowest speeds, but 
overall, the protocol allowed the same range of speeds to 
be observed for the other groups.

Fig. 3 Data successfully collected for each laboratory‑based task in percentage of planned. Striped portions of the bar are from trials in which data 
was collected but not enough strides were collected to identify a WB and calculate WS
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Duration of real‑world observation
From the 108 participants recruited in this data collec-
tion, data from 102 were included in the analysis of the 
real-world observation (HA = 20, PD = 18, MS = 19, 
PFF = 16, COPD = 17 and CHF = 12). The reduced 
number was the result of technical complications with 
the synchronisation of the multiple systems used or 
experimental error during the observation. Figure  5 
shows the total number of walking bouts recorded for 
each participant and cohort. In total, these were 1330 
for the HA, 678 for the PD, 771 for the MS, 628 for the 
PFF, 1035 for the COPD and 696 for the CHF cohort.

At participant level, the range of speeds observed in 
the lab was smaller than the one observed in real-world 

(see Additional file  3: Table  S2 for more details). Fig-
ure  6 shows the LOA and bias of the minimum (blue) 
and maximum (red) walking speeds collected in the 
laboratory versus the values recorded during the 2.5 h 
unsupervised assessment for each participant. The 
minimum and maximum walking speeds observed 
in the real-world were generally slower than those 
recorded in the laboratory. However, these differences 
varied between cohorts, with the largest mean bias 
observed across all groups being 0.3 m/s for the maxi-
mum walking speed of PFF. In all groups, the limits of 
agreement for the maximum speeds were bigger than 
those observed for the minimum speeds.

Discussion
This paper validated a protocol designed for simulat-
ing real-world gait in a laboratory setting. The reported 
results show that the proposed protocol was success-
fully designed and met its objectives. All participants 
were able to complete the majority (five out of seven) of 
the laboratory-based tasks, with the data collection typi-
cally lasting about 45 min. The selected tasks allowed for 
a broad range of WB speeds to be recorded in all groups, 
irrespective of their gait impairments. Furthermore, the 
2.5 h unsupervised observation in the participants’ habit-
ual environment allowed recording a number of WBs 
that was higher than the 401 threshold needed to ensure 
reliability and validity of a device for real-world gait mon-
itoring in a given cohort.

A novelty introduced in the protocol was the tiered 
approach to increase difficulty with each new task while 
allowing for some adaptations to task setup to ensure 
inclusivity and safety of all participants (e.g., by allowing 

Fig. 4 Stacked bars representing the distribution and frequency of the average walking speeds collected for the laboratory‑based protocol. The 
colouring represents the contribution from individual tasks to the overall number of WB recorded at each speed, with orange bars highlighting the 
Straight Walking tasks at a comfortable speed. The green bars are the other tasks, with the darker colour related to the higher complexity of the task. 
Data used to generate the graphs is available in Additional file 2

Fig. 5 Box plot of the total number of WBs recorded for each cohort, 
with data points for each participant, during the 2.5h unsupervised 
data collection in the participants’ habitual environment
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use of walking aids or armrests), with the Hallway test 
and Simulated Daily Activities being the most challeng-
ing. This ensured that the more severely disabled partici-
pants could opt out of tasks if they felt tired, unsafe, or 

too challenged, while also allowing for a variety of data 
to be collected. This proved to be a necessary and effec-
tive approach: the participants unable to complete some 
of the more complex tasks were all within the groups 

Fig. 6 Bland–Altman plots of the minimum (blue) and maximum (red) walking speed recorded in the laboratory‑based protocol compared to 2.5 h 
of unsupervised monitoring in a habitual environment. The solid horizontal lines (−) indicate the mean bias and dashed horizontal lines (–) the 
upper and lower limits of agreement (LOA). Data used to generate the graphs is available as Additional file 4
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from a patient group and were rather severely affected by 
their individual disease based on the cohort specific out-
comes. Notably, previous studies adopting complex pro-
tocols similarly succeeded in collecting a variety of gait 
data only included a few groups of participants, primarily 
older healthy adults [13–15] and individuals with PD [14, 
15]. The successful inclusion of participants presenting 
with different types of pathological gait, is a clear indi-
cation of the protocol’s suitability to be safely and effec-
tively deployed also in vulnerable groups.

The results showed that increasing task complexity 
allowed broad ranges of WSs to be captured for all par-
ticipants, in comparison to only including tasks at natu-
ral speed, as is commonly the case in validation studies 
[2–4]. This was particularly evident for the HA and 
COPD cohort, where most participants walked at very 
similar speeds (HA 0.8–1.2 m/s and COPD 0.9–1.2 m/s) 
in the straight walking tests. Interestingly, asking the par-
ticipants to perform the most complex tasks, namely the 
Hallway test and the Simulated Daily Activities, proved 
more effective at inducing slower walking speeds than 
simply asking participants to walk slowly. This can be 
explained by the increase in motor and cognitive demand 
associated with the tasks, in which the majority of walk-
ing periods included a change in walking environment 
(i.e., obstacles to avoid or stepover on the ground) or 
some form of dual task (i.e., carrying an object and walk-
ing), which are known to induce a speed reduction both 
in healthy and pathological groups [32] in more complex 
or noisy environments [33].

When leaving the laboratory and moving to the unsu-
pervised observations in the habitual environment, the 
open question was around the effectiveness of the pro-
tocol in providing enough WBs to ensure a robust vali-
dation of the WS estimates. Setting the duration to 2.5 h 
and requesting that participants to consider incorporat-
ing some specific tasks within their unsupervised activi-
ties proved to be effective in all groups as reflected by the 
number of WBs recorded at group level. This was despite 
the different group sizes and the range of mobility dis-
ability exhibited. In general, as expected, the participants 
with the higher levels of severity in regards to their con-
dition were those for whom the lower number of WBs 
were recorded.

When comparing data from the laboratory and the 
real-world sessions, the minimum and maximum WS 
results highlighted an overall bias with higher WSs 
recorded in the laboratory. Although this may not be sur-
prising, the mean bias for both maximum and minimum 
walking speeds for all, aside from the maximum walking 
speed for PFF, fell below 0.2 m/s. Though this bias can be 
considered low compared to the larger biases reported in 
the literature for healthy adults, Parkinson’s disease, and 

multiple sclerosis [34, 35] it is likely explained by the fact 
that previous studies have included a much longer period 
of observation (e.g., 7 days data). While this aspect does 
not affect the usefulness of the 2.5 h observation for the 
purposes of gathering enough validation data, it is cer-
tainly an indicator of the likelihood that longer periods 
of continuous monitoring are needed when interested 
in assessing an individual’s mobility performance. Fur-
ther studies would be required to further investigate this 
aspect and establish the link between capacity and per-
formance assessments.

The results come with their limitations. The unbalanced 
size of the observed groups, which resulted from recruit-
ing extremely vulnerable groups during the COVID-19 
pandemic did not hinder our ability to achieve the study’s 
primary aims, but it certainly prevented further investi-
gation on the differences between the groups and on the 
effect of specific disease severity. From a more practical 
perspective, another limitation sits in the fact that in the 
context of this multicentric study the walkway length 
(5 m) was dictated by the 3D motion capture system vol-
ume. The confinements to a small space did not allow 
the recording of more than four consecutive strides in 
the same direction: this is even more evident during the 
straight walks, in particular for participants with higher 
walking speeds and longer stride length, rather than dur-
ing complex tasks including curvilinear portions, which 
cover longer distances in the capture volume. We would 
certainly recommend future studies consider extending 
this walkway length.

Conclusions
This study presents an innovative multi-task gait assess-
ment protocol beyond straight walking. It allows a 
relatively realistic representation of daily life relevant 
mobility aspects and can therefore be used for the valida-
tion of monitoring devices used in real life. Of particular 
note is the suitability of the protocol for measuring gait 
in conditions typically associated with pathological gait. 
This suggests that it can also be used to detect changes 
in gait due to, for example, the onset or progression of a 
disease, or due to therapy. Ultimately, this protocol opens 
up the option of capturing entirely new aspects of gait in 
real life, such as balance control in response to obstacles, 
directional behaviour, and cognitive aspects of mobility.
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